Usage
Regardless of the boot or shutdown in the state case, the touch label can BAW.

Insert the SIM card holder automatically boot, boot-up indicator: the start cover can be stamped out after the dial-up use. If there is any signal, do not install in the absence of signal or weak signal areas to prevent the use of the Signal card cannot be used.

Install
Please note that the GSM network signal strength, do not install in the absence of signal or weak signal areas to prevent the use of the Signal card cannot be used.

Remove code: when you switch to the A position, using SMS GDM (Note: GDM necessary to use complete capital letter) to increase the number of calls you, (such as GDM:139888888)

Voice-activated function: To switch out to the B position, when you do not have voice activated switch out to the A position, there is no sound at this time, regardless of the